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Animals

Every animal has their own special qualities. Each is 
beautiful in its own way. All of them have different abilities. 
Many animals have amazingly different ways to defend 
themselves and temperments.

Baby animals

Baby animals come into the world as if they were already 
grown up. It only takes a few minutes for a baby duck to 
learn how to swim, for a baby bird to learn how to fly or for a 
puppy to learn how to walk. 

A i l
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How animals are dressed

Animals’ clothing are well-fitted and multicolored. Their 
clothes match their bodies. The animals can be known by their 
colors. We can tell a horse from a zebra by their colors. Allah 
painted each zebra’s clothes differently; all of their stripe 
patterns are different.
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What does a parrot eat? 

Parrots, like most birds, eat seeds and sweet and soft 
fruits, like grapes and cherries. When animals are born, they 
instinctively know what to eat. If they had to roam around 
the world looking for what food would be best for them, they 
would die. Animals’ stomachs can’t digest all of the foods we 
eat. Allah is the One who teaches the countless animals what 
to eat.  

Parrots

A parrot is a type of creature 
that can be kept at home. It can 
recognize the person who loves it. 
It can repeat some human words 
and also some sentences. But it 
can’t speak human languages by 
itself. 
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The beautiful parrot

A parrot is a very beautiful bird and it can 
imitate sounds. Its beak is curved downwards. 

Its feathers are long and brightly colored. 
A parrot’s beauty proves that there is a 

creator. The creator of the parrot, as well 
as all other animals, is none other than 

Allah!
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Creatures in the sky

There are hundreds of species of 
birds. Each type of bird has different 
features. Each eats different kinds of 
food. Some eat mice, some eat insects, 
some eat snakes, some eat grasses, some 
eat seeds, and some eat dead animals. 

No bird thinks, “So what shall I eat 
today?”  Allah gave them each a 
particular food to eat.

The smallest bird

The hummingbird is the smallest 
bird in the world. Some are only 
as big as your little finger. The 
hummingbird can flap its wings very 
fast. Its wings are so fast that 
you can’t see them! It can flap its 
wings backwards and forwards. The 
hummingbird gets its nourishment from 
the nectar of flowers. It places its long and 
thin beak into the flower and takes out its food. Its 
beak was created perfectly to do this job.
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The singing 
nightingale

Musicians sometimes 
practice for months in order 
to sing a song properly. They 
often learn a song by reading 
a musical score. A nightingale 
isn’t a professional musician. 
Yet it still sings the most 
beautiful songs. Who taught 
the nightingale how to sing?

The crow goes 
“caw”

Crows make a distinct 
sound. They call to their 
friends and babies by 
cawing. Allah gave the 
crows suitable features in 
order to be able to live. 
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Bird sounds

Take a walk one day into a 
forest where there are many 
birds. Listen to the birds chirping 
and singing. Then think about 
the One who gave the birds 
these lovely voices. 
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Birds and balance

Scientists worked hard to make sure airplanes fly with 
balance. They gave each airplane two wings so that they could 
stay up in the air.

They found a way to speed up the airplane so it could take 
off. They found a way to slow it down so it could land. People 
invented these things after many years of study. Yet birds 
balance themselves very well. Every bird has two wings. They 
balance their bodies with these wings. Like airplanes, birds can 
decrease their speed while landing. 

How did the birds – who don’t have big universities - learn 
how to decrease their speed? Who created birds’ wings to give 
them perfect balance?

Allah made the birds and he gave 

them all of their technology too!

i

d he gave 

Allah made the birds and hetheir technology too!
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Sea cleaners

Seagulls can fly and swim and they can also walk. They 
collect their food from the sea. They can eat the bread that 
people throw into the sea. They can eat dead fish too. If 
there weren’t any seagulls, the seas would be much dirtier. It 
can’t be a coincidence that all of these many features come 
together in the same bird. Allah is the one who makes the 
seagulls clean the seas. 
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